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Candy camera latest version

Package Name: com.joeware.android.gpulumera Version: 5.4.74-play (61344) File size: 36.4 MB Updated: December 1, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean, API 16) MD5: 1pc1f027856fbcb80f79b7eb0654337c SHA1: 89f7795809e96f7258efb5e42baba17662da96da4 Stabilized service and fixed errors required for
iOS 10.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone 5S, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6S Plus, iPhone SE (1st generation), iPhone 7, iPhone 7 Plus, iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max, iPhone XR, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro, iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone SE (2nd generation), iPhone 12 mini, iPhone 12 Pro,
iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro , iPhone 12 Pro, iPad Air, iPad Air Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 2, iPad mini 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air 2, iPad Air 2 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 3 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad mini 4 Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (9.7-inch), iPad Pro (9.7-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular,
iPad (5th generation) iPad (5th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular , iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (2nd Generation), iPad Pro (2nd Generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (10.5-inch), iPad Pro (10.5-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (6th Gen. iPad Pro (11-inch), iPad Pro (11-inch) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (12.9-inch), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) Wi-Fi +
Cellular iPad mini (5th generation), iPad mini (5th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular , iPad Air (3rd generation), iPad Air (3rd generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad (7th generation), iPad (7th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Pro (11-inch) (2nd generation), iPad Pro (11-inch) (2nd gen. (4th generation), iPad Pro (12.9-inch), iPad Pro (12.9-inch) (4th
generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, iPad Air (4th generation), iPad Air (4th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular generation iPad, iPad (8th generation) Wi-Fi + Cellular, and iPod touch. BeautyPlus - Magic Camera Beautiful effects are applied to your photos Edit a professional photographic editor and add thousands of effects to your photos Adobe
Photoshop Lightroom An elegant way to organize images The official photo app from Google The official Google camera app Is a fun way to take selfies, make videos in easy steps FOLLOW THE US Candy Camera is one of the good photo tools available on Google Play. JP Brothers, Inc. is developing this app in order to be another
good choice for those who want to get a great result when taking a selfie photo. The answer for users, Candy Camera - selfie, beauty camera, photo editor latest APK 5.4.69 (61337) is one of the best apps available for download. Yes, this application is good because it has a rating of 4.4 stars for users. The score of the rating shows that
this app is good and getting the favorite of the for the euthree. I'm sure you could compare it as the best app within your smartphone. Candy Camera File Information Last Updated: August 22, 2020 2020 JP Brothers, Inc. Version: 5.4.69 (61337) Requirement: Varies the device File size: 35.6 MB Uploaded: August 22, 2020 at 10:11AM
GMT+07 MD5: 9d716225e590eeba5b737807d5c1372 SHA1: 89 e3 e0cef2bae1f79ed6e4939ce46bb87b740 Available on Google Play: Install google play candy camera app review This app is a nice combination of slim design and complete features. The camera features will be great to help you get the best results in your selfie photo.
Now let's see some of the app's detail features through the review below. Sleek and friendly interface The selfie app is beautiful on a sleek and friendly interface. The interface of the application is good for the combination of light and color. Using color, of course, people will be happy to operate it so they can edit the selfie photo they've
taken. Within the app, there are several different features that will be useful to beautification of the look of the selfie photo, like the Google Camera app. However, the developer arranges the feature cleverly, so users will be easier in finding the kind of features that they need to edit the photos. There are many choices of photo filters What
makes this application special is the choice of filters. The kinds of filters are great to change the color composition of your selfie photo, so you can make your photo look great! To use the photo filter, you just need to swipe left to the photo and select the filter you want. Some beautiful features of the app are great for the kind of beauty
feature. There are certain types of additional editing tools, which will be good to get the perfect selfie. You can then also add some special features to beautify your face, such as bleaching your skin, adding a concealer, using lipstick, and others. Silent Camera The app is a simple but important feature of silent camera. You could turn off
the camera sound here. Of course, the silent camera feature doesn't bother you when you take a photo in the crowd. Pros: Full features and filters Easy to use Slim and friendly interface Cons: Lag some smartphone devices How to use the app It's simple if you want to use the camera. You can install this application. After that installation,
open the app and set it as the default camera for the image. After you capture a selfie photo, you can edit it by selecting the photo's filter. Swipe left on the display to select the best filter. You can then show off your editing skills by ingly ing a few features. ChangeLog Stabilized service and fixed errors. Errors.
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